A quick guide to designing and implementing educational programs that is equity-focused, and creates opportunity for system change in K-12 Science & Technology and STEM Education.

Let's create equity-focused STEM programs together!

ABOUT US
The Lassonde School of Engineering launched k2i (kindergarten to industry) academy in June 2020 with a mission to create an ecosystem of diverse partners, committed to dismantling systemic barriers to opportunity for underrepresented students in STEM. The k2i academy engages with youth and educators by bringing STEM to life – connecting directly to school boards and their classrooms, offering innovative work-integrated learning programs, and partnering with community organizations to provide unique, hands-on STEM learning opportunities.

https://lassonde.yorku.ca/k2i
k2i@lassonde.yorku.ca
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Note:
This is a living document and will adapt and change as our thinking evolves. We invite collaborators to join us in this work. (June, 2022)
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